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What’s that sound? It might just be the Caledonian lion’s roar, as Alex Salmond would put it, still echoing after the question of Scottish independence was raised again
by the Scottish National Party’s landslide victory north of the border on 7 May.

What might seem a yawning chasm between Scotland and the rest of Britain politically is reflected to a certain degree by the different shopping habits of consumers
either side of the border.

Most significant is the difference in Scots’ spend on alcohol versus the rest of the UK. Brits have spent £11.8bn on alcohol to be drunk at home in the past year, or
13.3% of total grocery spend [Kantar Worldpanel 52 w/e 1 March 2015]; £1.3bn of that came from Scotland, or 15.3% of Scottish total spend.

And there are other differences. Brands account for a greater share of Scottish spend: 47.5% versus 43.5% for Britain; confectionery, savoury snacks, frozen meats, soft
drinks and slimming products also significantly overtrade in Scotland (see p46). Frozen poultry and fish, and fresh fruit & veg undertrade.

What do these differences tell us about Scottish consumers? What other significant variations are there? And to what extent do domestic shopping habits reflect what’s
going on with Scottish food & drink exports?
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You might think Kantar Worldpanel’s data confirms certain stereotypes (Buckfast Tonic Wine, deep-fried Mars bars, etc). You would be wrong. Scotland is not
necessarily more of a nation of yo-yo dieting, salad-dodging boozers than other UK regions. The variations are more likely to be a reflection of its culture and economy.

Take alcohol. Our own research suggests there are as many teetotallers in Scotland as in Britain as a whole (see p49). The greater proportion of spend on alcohol in
Scotland partly reflects the popularity of the national drink, Scotch whisky, and the premium it commands over other alcoholic drinks.

Similarly, some say higher spend on brands in Scotland is a sign of the strength of many food & drink brands that trumpet their Scottish provenance in their
marketing. Examples abound, with the country’s unofficial other national drink, Irn-Bru, Tunnock’s caramel wafers and Mackie’s of Scotland ice cream among them.

Thanks to the efforts of various brands, retailers and trade bodies, Scottish food & drink’s reputation for quality has been enhanced in recent years. For example, Asda
- Scotland’s second-biggest grocer with 21.9% share of the market versus 17% of the UK [Kantar] - will be running three Great Taste of Scotland events during 2015
featuring seasonal Scottish produce.

In Scotland more than anywhere else mainstream grocers need to do more to stand up to the advances of the discounters. Aldi and Lidl have a significantly greater
share of the Scottish market versus the British market overall, says Mark Thomson, business unit director at Kantar Worldpanel. “Their current share in Scotland is
9.8%, which is ahead of their GB combined share of 8.5%,” says Thomson. “Aldi and Lidl will account for £1 in every £10 spent within grocery retailers in Scotland in
2015.”

Premium cues

Asda is certainly following a well trodden path in promoting Scottish food & drink on its quality cues.

Look no further than the global Scotch whisky market for proof of how Scotland has become a byword for quality. Indeed, for many years, Scotland has had a pretty
good excuse to raise a toast: the remarkable success of Scotch whisky exports.

“Total value is up 74% since 2004 and single malt has grown even more - up 159% to £917m last year,” says Rosemary Gallagher, head of communications at the
Scotch Whisky Association.

“This is a sign that discerning consumers are seeking out Scotch whisky for its quality, and many people, particularly young professionals, in emerging markets regard
it as an aspirational product with clear provenance.”

These trends are not limited to single malt, either. Diageo last year launched the David Beckham-backed single grain whisky Haig Club, which is intended to offer
sophistication to aspirational drinkers not used to the complex flavours of malt whisky.

There’s a blot on the copybook, however. The SWA announced in April that overall export sales of Scotch had fallen 7% to £3.95bn over the past year on volumes down
3%. Contributing to the drop were exports to the United States, the single-biggest Scotch market, falling 9% to £748m, and plummeting sales to Singapore (down 39%
to £200m) and China (down 23% to £39m). But the industry isn’t fazed.

“We believe the long-term outlook remains strong,” says Gallagher, who adds the decline was down to factors including stock adjustments in the US as high inventory
levels of Scotch were drawn down to meet consumer demand, rather than buying new stock, and austerity in China, the final destination of many of the sales through
Singapore. Nevertheless, she’s upbeat: “There are still vastly populated cities in China that are an untapped market for Scotch.”
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